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ady is a working dog, and she and Bill work together,
taking much needed supplies to remote pioneer
homesteads in Australia.
The settlers are always pleased to see Bill and his supplies,
and to hear of news of the wider world. Lady is a hit with the
children, who love to pet and cosset her.
The pair sometimes share the company of other teamsters or
hawkers who travel the same tracks, but mostly it is just Bill and
Lady, happy in each other’s company. But one day, Bill is forced
to leave Lady with his tuckerbox when the cart becomes bogged
down in a quagmire. He promises to return, so Lady settles
down for a long wait, but Bill never returns.
Other settlers and passing bullockies feed the dog and try
to coax Lady from her vigil, but she will not leave her place. In
1932, a monument of a dog sitting on a tuckerbox was erected
fives miles from Gundagai to honour her memory, and those of
all bullock drivers and their teams.
The Dog on the Tuckerbox is the story of Lady and her master,
Bill. It is the story of Australia’s pioneers; the bullockies who
worked the rough tracks, and of one dog’s unwavering loyalty to
her master.

Corinne Fenton is a writer with a passion for picture books that
warm the heart. It’s interesting that — to date — each of her
picture books have featured an animal hero…
‘I can’t explain it,’ says Corinne. ‘It isn’t something that I
consciously set out to do, yet… there it is!’

For those who know Corinne, her affinity with animal characters
is no random choice. Corinne has rescued so many strays over
the years that she now never leaves the house without a pet lead.
‘I can’t tell you how many times I’ve rescued a stranded animal,’
says Corinne. ‘It’s become something of a joke with my friends.’

Biography

Corinne’s classic picture book, Queenie: One Elephant’s Story,
illustrated by Peter Gouldthorpe, was an Honour Book in the
2007 CBCA Book of the Year Awards and was launched with
great aplomb by Australian polymath, Barry Jones. Since then
she has gone on to bring many memorable characters to young
readers, such as The Dog on the Tuckerbox, Bob the Railway Dog,
and Little Dog and the Christmas Wish.

When Corinne is not wearing her author hat, she has spent time
as the Assistant Regional Advisor for the Society of Children’s
Book Writers and Illustrators in Australia and as a judge for the
Dorothea Mackellar poetry competition. But it’s writing that is
her passion.
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‘I can spend weeks — even months — getting just the right
word,’ says Corinne. ‘I know I drive my editors mad. I love
research, and it’s been suggested more than once that I could
probably be a private detective if I wanted a change of career.
While I love the writing and research, in the end it is the
feedback from my young readers that makes it all worthwhile.’

